Want to better protect your
drivers from COVID-19 exposure?
Let us take fleet fueling into our own hands.
You don’t have to touch it.

Also known as mobile fueling or wet-hosing, Onsite Fleet Fueling is a service
where we deliver fuel directly into your vehicles or equipment. Deliveries are
scheduled when your fleet is “home”, day or night. Your drivers come to work,
and their fleet is ready to go.

Contact-free delivery to keep your
employees safer and your fleet cleaner
Fewer issues with tank regulations,
insurance, and contamination
No accidents and less theft to worry
about at the pump
Cost control with accurate fuel usage
reporting
No driver downtime: fuel comes to you,
so your vehicles get straight to work

Features

Deliveries take place
at a time convenient
for you

We can deliver
multiple products
from the same truck

You can adjust
delivery frequency
and gallons as needed

Every vehicle is
scan-coded and
included in detailed
reports

“ We’ve done our own studies to compute the time
when a driver is standing at a gas pump, filling the
vehicle. It can add up. And that was a big issue
for Shamrock for many years because it’s time and
money. World Kinect takes what’s a large
requirement for us and places it in their own
hands. We don’t have to touch it, and that’s the
nice part about it.”
Bob Leslie, Purchasing
Shamrock Cabinets, MO, USA

Could onsite fleet
fueling be right for you?
Consider whether:
Your drivers are unnecessarily exposed
to viruses at fuel stations.
Your fleet has long periods of
downtime when on-site fueling can
be done.

Your fleet is growing, making it hard to
keep up with on-site tank sizes.

Your vehicles are staged in a place
easily accessible by a fuel truck.

You require better reporting on fuel
usage and costs.

To determine whether Onsite Fleet Fueling could work for you,
contact our experts at World-Kinect.com.
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World Kinect Energy Services is trusted by 65,000 customers worldwide.
With 35 years of experience delivering more than 50 fuel and energy
products on time and in full, we help you solve energy challenges.
We are Everything Energy.
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